Colonial Shag Club Junior Shagger Policy  
(08 July 2013, Revised 03 August 2015)

The Colonial Shag Club encourages and supports Junior Shagger participation in the club's functions. The following describes the policy for Junior Shaggers.

1. Anyone under the age of 21 will be eligible to be considered a Junior Shagger.
2. A Junior Shagger will be admitted without charge to participate in CSC periodic weekly events and other events as the club may decide. There may be exceptions to this as determined by the Board.
3. A Junior Shagger shall complete a Junior Shagger Application on a form approved by the CSC Board.
4. A Junior Shagger shall have a sponsor throughout the entire event.
   a. A sponsor shall be a responsible adult Regular or Associate Member who is over the age of 25.
   b. A Junior Shagger's sponsor shall sign a form affirming the responsibility for the Junior Shagger for each separate event attended.
   c. A Junior Shagger's sponsor shall be responsible for the Junior Shagger's appearance and overall behavior at all times.
   d. A Junior Shagger sponsor may not accept responsibility for more than two (2) Junior Shaggers at any one event.
5. All Junior Shaggers shall adhere to a dress code that conforms to the dress of Regular and Associate club members and specifically shall not include bathing suits, low-hanging pants, or shoes that might damage the dance floor.
6. At no time will a Junior Shagger consume, or make appearances as to consume, alcoholic beverages.